Instructions on using the induction loop

The device is sensitive – please handle and transport it with care.

1. Transmitter
2. Loop of cable
3. Sound tester
4. Wireless handheld microphone
5. Wireless earset microphone
6. Charger and cable for the loop
7. Extension cord for the loop
8. Briefcase for storing the device
9. Power cable

Remember to put the mics to charge!
Grab the reel with the loop of cable and take it to the back of the space, placing it on the floor. Pull two cables out of the reel, setting them down on both sides of the listeners, who should all be left inside the loop. Use the extension cord if needed.

Place the briefcase to the front of the space and plug both cables in to the front of the briefcase.

Plug in the briefcase’s power cable and turn the power on.

You can use the tester to check the sound quality in the field. When the yellow light is on fairly steadily and the green light flickers on from time to time, the sound quality is good.

The handheld microphone captures the speaker’s voice from below, which means that the speaker should hold the mic under their mouth, at chin level.

The speaker can be either inside or outside the loop. If they stand over the cable, however, their voice disappears and is not transmitted to the listeners’ receivers.

Note! Test the microphones’ batteries before use and charge them if needed.

After use, the power should be turned off and all parts packed neatly into the briefcase so that the valuable device remains undamaged and operational for a good long while.